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ACCRHET101 Introduction to Rhetoric & Argumentation  
2019 Fall 

 
 

Classroom no:    Room   T1 (note that sometimes we will meet elsewhere,  
including outside weather permitting!) 

Class times    Tuesdays 11.00-13.00  and Friday 08.45-10.45  
Note that students are expected to attend part of the YESC events 
on Wednesday 11 September  (or a pre-approved alternative in 
case of a course clash) and on Thursday 12 December. 

Instructor:    Dr. Anya Luscombe 
Email:     a.luscombe@ucr.nl 
Office no. & location:   E- 1.10 [Eleanor Building] 
Office hours:  Fridays 11.00-12.00 or by appointment (please send me an email 

request or arrange after class) 
 
 
 

I. Track information 
 

a) Prerequisites for this course: None  
b) This course is part of the Rhetoric Track and serves as prerequisite for ACCRHET201 

Stylistics. ACCRHET202 Aspects of Rhetoric and Argumentation, ACCRHET301 Persuasion 
in Social Discourse 

c) This course is compulsory for Arts and Humanities students, highly recommended for SSC 
law and political sciences students and of interest to all LAS students who want to 
improve their critical thinking and argumentation skills 

For further information about the track, please see the track document in Moodle.  
 
Please note: You should not work formally on this course during the mid-term break. It is a 
break. Go away. Relax. No deadlines will be set for exams, assignments or the like in the week 
following the mid-term break. 
Come back refreshed and full of energy to engage with the second half (of course you might in 
conversations with friends and relatives or in reading media stories/posts notice the 
(in)effectiveness of particular argumentation and you may want to add to your commonplace 
book interesting, beautiful or quirky quotes you see or hear. After all, rhetoric is everywhere!)    
 
 
II. Course description 
 
Trump’s tweets and the Obama speeches. Emma Watson’s UN statement on feminism and Ken 
Robinson’s Ted talk on how schools kill creativity. Nelson Mandela’s final words from the dock and 
Martin Luther King’s dream for America. Eleanor Roosevelt’s introduction of the Universal 
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Declaration to the United Nations and her husband Franklin’s formulation of the Four Freedoms. 
Both internet and history books are full of examples of the relevance of the art of rhetoric, as are 
our daily lives. Plato defined it as the “art of enchanting the soul”, whilst Aristotle considered it 
the ability to “discover in any particular case all of the available means of persuasion". Quintilian, 
on the other hand, simply considered rhetoric “the art of speaking well”. Whatever the definition, 
mastering this art involves much more work than often imagined, work that is at the core of this 
course. 
 
Rhetoric and Argumentation is a skills course. No effective standpoint can be formed with confidence, 
no supporting arguments found, no paper written, no presentation given, no textual analysis 
conducted without knowledge of how and why rhetoric works. Therefore it is necessary for students 
to have a proper understanding of what rhetoric and argumentation involves and how it can be 
applied consciously. This course offers the skills students need to be able to structure any future 
academic essay or future oral presentation in a clear, persuasive and academic way.  
  
The course follows the so-called ‘five canons of rhetoric’ structure: 
1.  Invention (Inventio)  
2. Arrangement 
3. Style (Elocutio) 
4. Memory (Memoria) 
5. Delivery (Pronuntiatio) 
 
The course considers the Greek and Roman Western roots of rhetoric. It focuses on the canons of 
rhetoric applied to the three main types of argumentation, i.e. political (deliberative), legal (forensic) 
and ceremonial i.e. praise/blame (epideictic). These canons are (1) inventio: how to formulate a thesis 
and how, and where, to discover arguments in order to support that thesis --- (fallacies and the three 
appeals, logos, pathos & ethos, will be studied here too); (2) dispositio - how to order the arguments 
you have in order to make them most effective, and (3) elocutio - how to improve the persuasiveness 
of arguments by using style figures (tropes and schemes) in specific places of a discourse. The focus 
thus far will be primarily on written texts: identifying, analysing and reproducing. The course will also 
consider the production and reception aspects of spoken persuasive discourse. The final two canons 
of rhetoric: memory (memoria) and delivery (pronuntiatio) will be the main concerns here. In these 
more practical sections of the course, the emphasis will be on the more oral aspects of 
argumentation in the form individual persuasive (public) speeches. 
  
 
III. Study Load  
 

• This course earns students four credits (equivalent to 7.5 ECTS). The class meets twice a 
week for two hours.  Preparation time is approximately 10 hours per week.    Plan your 
time wisely (for issues with time management, the UCR study skills office is happy to 
help) 
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IV. Course materials 

• Habinek, Thomas, (ed.) (2017). Ancient Rhetoric from Aristotle to Philostratus. (2017). 
London: Penguin Classics (Paperback – Price approx. €15)  * 
 

• Leith, Sam (2019). You Talking to me? Rhetoric from Aristotle to Obama. London: Profile 
Books Ltd. (Paperback – Price approx. €14)  * 
 

• Weston, Anthony. (2009) A Rulebook for Arguments. (4th edition) 
Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company. (Paperback – Price approx. €15) 
You will also need this book in the course ACCCOMM101 Academic Writing and 
Presenting so if you’re taking the two courses concurrently, make sure you don’t buy two 
copies.   If you do not wish to buy this book, then studying the reference copy in the 
Zeeuws Library will suffice. 
 

• An A5 size notebook (your ‘commonplace book’) * 
 

*Please bring those marked * to each class session unless instructed otherwise. 

 

V. Course organization and requirements 
 

•   Students may not miss any classes. Absences will affect the participation grade. If you miss 
more than 6 classes, you will get an immediate F for the course. You should inform your 
instructor and your tutor about the reason for any absence by sending them both an email 
before class starts. If you are frequently ill or if there are other mitigating circumstances, the 
onus is on you to get your tutor to officially withdraw you from the course on time (see your 
Student Handbook).  At the instructor’s discretion, absences for whatever reason may have to 
be compensated by a written assignment. 

• Students are expected to be on time for all classes. 

• We are working with Moodle. The anti-plagiarism software we will be using is URKUND 

• If you plagiarize or cheat, you will receive  0% for the assignment and could be given an F 
for the course as a whole. The Board of Examiners will always be notified and further 
sanctions could follow from the BoE.  Plagiarism is a very serious academic offence which 
carries heavy sanctions.  Please acquaint yourself with the Plagiarism Policy in your UCR 
Student Handbook. 

• All students are strongly encouraged to engage in a critical dialogue with other class 
members about the rhetorical concepts and ideas that arise in class. 

• The use of mobile phones, laptops and tablets and other electronic devices is in principle 
forbidden in the classroom unless the instructor has given express permission. Students 
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who break this rule will be asked to leave the class and be marked as absent from the 
whole session. 

• Food may not be consumed in the classroom at any time. Water in reusable water bottles 
may be brought in, but may not be consumed if class takes place in a computer room. 

• Every attempt will be made by the instructor to respond to email requests within one 
working week. No emails can be responded to during evenings, weekends and public 
holidays. 

 
This course is subject to UCR academic rules and procedures. Students are required to know and 
follow these rules and procedures. 
 
 
VI. Assessment 
 

APP1 General attendance, preparation and in-class participation at midterm 10% 

APP2 General attendance, preparation and in-class participation at the end-of-term 10% 

Progymnasmata: Rhetorical Tasks (RTs): 4 diverse rhetoric & argumentation take-
home writing tasks, plus reflections @10% each  

40% 

The YESC project – (group product + individual product + reflection) 20% 

The Final Public Speech  a. production, writing, memorization/delivery and reflection 20% 

 
 

• RUBRIC - Attendance, Preparation & Participation (APP) 
Class participation is graded as follows: 
A)  Always engaged in class. A person who receives an A as a participation grade turns in 
all assignments and homework exercises (including keeping up with the commonplace 
book) on time and shows initiative. People in this category voluntarily contribute to class 
discussions and those contributions are always positive and relevant. They are always 
punctual for class. They are respectful of others’ opinions. They can confidently say that 
“because I was in class today and made meaningful contributions, the understanding and 
learning of my student peers was enhanced”. 
B)   Engaged in class. A person who receives a B as a participation grade turns in 
assignments on time, does the homework (including keeping up with the commonplace 
book)  and although not as active as someone who receives an A, he/she is still a positive 
element in the class and makes qualitatively relevant contributions. They are always 
punctual for class. Such a student shows potential and is respectful of others’ opinions. 
They may enhance the level of their peers’ learning occasionally. 
C)  Generally engaged. Students who receive a C as a participation grade normally turns in 
assignments on time, though they might cite technical problems. A person who receives 
this grade might be the kind of person who turns in assignments on time, does the vast 
majority of homework exercises to an adequate standard, is almost always punctual, is 
present in class and makes some qualitatively relevant contributions.  
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D - F) Generally not engaged.   A person who receives a D or an F for participation may 
display one or more behaviors: They are often late or skip class. They regularly turn in 
assignments late. They might complain, or frequently not do the in-class or homework 
assignments. They make very few contributions or the comments they make are 
irrelevant. A person who receives a D or F for participation is clearly not operating as an 
honors student is expected to. 

 
 
The Progymnasmata assignments  – Rhetorical Tasks (RTs) 
 

•     You will write four different rhetorical tasks (RTs) over the course of the semester. They will 
also include a reflection. Instructions will be provided on Moodle. 

• RTs are graded on quality, quantity and punctuality. Late submission incurs a penalty of one 
grade point per 24 hours; Assignments that are more than a week late will automatically be 
awarded 0%.  Further details will be provided in the rubrics on Moodle. 

 
 
 
The YESC project 
Students will work in small groups to devise an advertising campaign.  Each member of the team 
will have a specific role.   In addition to the finished group product, each student must write an 
individual analysis and reflection.  Instructions and the grading rubric will be provided on 
Moodle. 
 
The graded public speech 
The graded public speech will take place in the second half of the course. Before then you will have 
had ample opportunity to practice and receive critical feedback in a non-graded environment during 
class hours.  
 
You are also strongly advised to join the UCR debating society ASAP (even if it is only for this 
semester) and also to seek out other avenues and opportunities that will allow you to speak in public 
either in front of your fellow students.   
 
You will first write out the public speech and include a reflection – you will be graded on this. You will 
then condense this speech to a few words on a flash card and delivery your speech in public. Further 
details and rubrics are available on Moodle. 

 
 
VII Course Schedule – PROVISIONAL  (updated of 22 August 2019) 
Please Note: The schedule below is subject to changes depending on the number of students in 
the course (since this has an impact on the amount of time needed to complete the oral 
presentation sessions). The instructor may also change the course schedule at any time for other 
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reasons. Guest sessions and impromptu or student led sessions are particularly subject to 
change based largely on student preferences.  
* Additional/alternative reading, in-class activities, guest lectures and homework may be 
assigned throughout the course.   This will be communicated during class or through Moodle. 
 
The Course Schedule (and the reading for each week) 
 

 Topics* Reading to be completed 
before the session starts* 

Assignments and 
Rhetorical Tasks (RTs)* 

 

Week 1 
27 Aug 

Introduction to course 
What is rhetoric and why 
study it? 
Developing copia  

 Course outline  

Friday 30 Aug 1 minute argumentative 
speech (diagnostic) 
 
Why study Rhetoric? 
The Progymnasmata & the 
Commonplace book 
 
 

Leith  
Rhetoric: Preface i-xxiii   
and Introduction 1-16 and 
Then and now pp.17-40 
 
Habinek  
What is rhetoric? 
Aristotle “Art of Rhetoric” 
pp. 16-20  
 

 

Week 2 
3 Sep 

Three branches of rhetoric  
 
Dissoi Logoi 

Leith 
The three branches of 
oratory, pp. 187-262  
and The Splintering Agora 
pp. 263-277. 
 

  
 

Friday 6 Sep The First Canon of Rhetoric: 
Invention 
Extrinsic and Intrinsic proofs 
(logos, ethos, pathos) 
 
 

Leith 
Invention pp. 45-80 
 
Habinek  
Aristotle pp 32-42 #1 
 

Submit questions for 
student-led discussions 
in advance.  

Week 3 
Tuesday  
10 Sep 

The First Canon of Rhetoric.  
 
 
Stasis Theory 

Habinek 
Anon. Rhetoric to 
Herennius pp. 58-64 
 

Submit  
RT #1  

WEDNESDAY 
11 SEPT 

YESC FESTIVAL YESC: 
 

NOTE THE 
DATE! Further information on 
times and speakers in  
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(instead of 
Friday 13 Sep) 

Moodle nearer the time 

Week 4 
17 Sep 

The Second Canon of 
Rhetoric. Arrangement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sneak peek at Third, Fourth 
and Fifth Canon 

On arrangement 
Leith 
pp. 81-116 
 
Habinek 
Cicero On Invention pp. 
66-73 
 
Leith 
Style I. pp. 117-142 
Memory, pp. 143-171 
Delivery, pp. 172-183 
 

Submit short assignment 
related to YESC festival. 
See Moodle. 

Friday 20 Sep Encomia  
 

  

Week 5 
24 Sep 

Debates The art of making 
sound arguments 
Teacher/Student-led 
practice session – Dialectical  
 

“A rulebook for 
Arguments”(Weston)  
pp. 1-47  
Read “A rulebook for 
Arguments” (Weston)  
pp. 49-86 

  

Friday 27 Sep Choice of Fieldwork.  
   
On this day there will be a 
national march for the 
climate in the Hague.  
Consider going (if no other 
classes) 
 

See Moodle for 
instructions 
 
 

Submit  
RT #2 

Week 6 
1 Oct 

The Third Canon of 
Rhetoric: Style 

Crowley + Hawhee on 
style figures 
Pages in Moodle 
additional sources folder  
 
Habinek 
Rhetorical Ornament 
Cicero, On the Orator, 
pp.183 #4—185, 193-200 
and   207-216 

 

Friday 4 Oct Extra Style Habinek  
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Anon. Rhetoric to 
Herennius pp. 77-126 
 

Week 7 
8 Oct 

The Fourth Canon of 
Rhetoric: Memory  

Habinek 
Memory- Quintilian, 
Oratorical Instruction, pp. 
135-140 

Submit  
RT #3 

Friday 11 Oct The Fifth Canon of Rhetoric: 
Delivery 

Habinek 
Delivery - Quintilian, 
Oratorical Instruction, pp. 
150-165  
 
Habinek 
 Oratorical instruction, pp. 
236-244 
 

 

    

 mid-term break mid-term break  

Week 8 
22 Oct 

The Fifth Canon of Rhetoric: 
Delivery  
 

  

Friday 25  Oct Manipulation 
Sound and fallacious 
reasoning. Communicating 
uncertainty 

Wardle and science PDF 
(see Moodle) 

 

Week 9 
29 Oct 

Science Communication 
Sustainability  
Working with SCIGRNL105 

  

Friday 1 Nov No class (Moderation and 
Advising Days)  
Revision session 

  

Week 10 
5 Nov 

t.b.a.  Submit  
RT #4 

Friday 8 Nov 
 

Working with SCIGRNL105   

Week 11 
12 Nov  

Advertising    

Friday 15 Nov 
 

Analysis   Submit Yesc video pitch  

Week 12 
19 Nov 

Speeches  Bring to class: draft public 
speech text.  
 

Draft public speech text 
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Friday 22 Nov Public Speaking  Everyone to submit final 
speech text 

Week 13 
26 Nov 

Public Speaking: Session I   

Friday 
29 Nov 

Public Speaking: Session II 
 

  

Week 14 
3 December 

Public Speaking: Session III   

Friday  
6 December 

Public Speaking: Session IV   

Week 15 
Tuesday 10 
December 

Revision session (no class)    

Thursday 12 
December 

YESC event YESC event – see Moodle YESC products due  

Friday 13 
December  

Wrap up 
Imagining your rhetorical 
futures 
 

 Submit final reflections 
 

 
 
VIII. Student learning outcomes 
 

Period Teaching activities Student is able to do 

Period 1 
 
(Weeks 1, 2, 3) 

Group discussion of rhetoric 
reading based on muddy 
points / questions submitted 
by students.  
Active learning applied and 
sessions often student-led 
 

SLO 1 - understand and explain (i) the 
basic timeline of ancient rhetorical events, 
(ii) key individuals, and (iii) key texts  
SLO 2 -  understand and explain the basic 
structure of the five canons of rhetoric 
and the three rhetorical genres 
SLO 3 – understand and explain the 
workings and significance of kairos (and 
the rhetorical situation) in given 
persuasive discourse contexts 

Period 2 
Weeks 4 & 5 

Group discussion of rhetoric 
reading based on muddy 
points / questions submitted 
by students. 
Active learning applied and 
sessions often student-led 
 

SLO 4 - understand and be able to explain  
and then apply all aspects of rhetorical 
“invention”, including stasis theory, the 
common topics, logos / ethos / pathos and 
extrinsic proofs.   
SLO 5 - comprehend, apply analytically 
and produce where necessary various 
aspects of rhetorical “arrangement” 
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Period 3 
Weeks 6 & 7 

Group discussion of 
argumentation reading based 
on muddy points / questions 
submitted by students.  
Active learning applied and 
sessions often student-led 

SLO – 6 understand and be able to explain  
and then apply all aspects of basic 
argumentation theory and analysis including: 
arguments based on generality, causality, 
analogy, induction and dedication 
SLO – 7 Learn how to build argumentative 
essays and deliberative speeches  
SLO – 8 Understand how arguments become 
fallacious. Be able to pinpoint and 
communicate their logical flaws and be 
capable of correcting them 
SLO – 9 Understand the importance of 
definition in argumentative contexts and be 
able to highlight and communicate errors and 
correct them   

Period 4 
Weeks 8, 9, 10 

Group discussion of rhetoric 
reading based on muddy 
points / questions submitted 
by students. 
Active learning applied and 
sessions often student-led 
 

SLO 8 - comprehend, apply analytically 
and produce where necessary various 
aspects of rhetorical “style”  
SLO 9 - comprehend, apply analytically 
and produce where necessary various 
aspects of rhetorical “memory” and 
“delivery” in debates and in a public 
speech 

Period 5 
 
(Weeks 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15) 

Oral presentations (public 
speeches) 

SLO 10 – craft and deliver a rhetorically 
sound and well-argued speech in public by 
heart with limited use of notes for 
prompts 

 


